April 9th 2009: Knowing Your Enemy

17.30 - 18:30 Check-in
Catering included

18.30 - 19:00 Introduction
OWASP organization, projects, sponsor

19.00 - 19.45 Modern information gathering; how to abuse search engines
By Dave van Stein
Great generals already know the key to success is "knowing your enemy". The goal of this session is to give insight in the methods and tools hackers have at their disposal to gather information about systems they plan to attack without accessing the system itself.

Dave van Stein has close to 8 years of experience in software testing. Since the beginning of 2008 he’s working for ps_testware as a web application security testing specialist.

19.45 - 20.00 VAC Cross-site scripting
By Martin Visser
Martin Visser is a software designer with Sogeti Nederland B.V. He is specialized in secure application development with Microsoft technologies. He has experience with Microsoft server technologies like ASP.NET, SharePoint and Biztalk. Martin also developed and teaches a 2-day "Application Security - Microsoft development" course.

20.15 - 21.00 Security-aspects of web application-development
By Wouter van Kuipers
Web application development for Medium and Small business differs from regular desktop development. For his final paper he investigated the use of Fortify 360 to improve and optimize security in the development process.

Wouter van Kuipers has completed several educations, he started with MBO IT followed by HBO Communication Systems. In 2007 he started with a Master in IT at the Radboud University Nijmegen. In March 2009 he plans to complete this. During his study Wouter has worked as a freelancer specialized in custom web applications.

Location:
Sogeti Nederland B.V.
Lange Dreef 17
4131 NJ Vianen
088 - 660 66 00

If you want to attend, please send an email to OWASP@irc2.nl